
       
      COMPLETE THE SENTENCES. USE THE WORDS IN THE 
BOX
      BELOW, SINGULAR OR PLURAL FORM.

advertisement         block of flats           bridge           car park          factory           
motorway      pavement            post box          railway         recycling bin          street 

lamp          traffic lights

     

      COMPLETE THE SENTENCES. USE THE ADJECTIVES IN THE BOX.

busy     cosmopolitan     crowded     historic     industrial     polluted    
 touristy

1  The shops in my city are always really _______busy________ in the week before Christmas.

2  Manchester was a really ________________________ city in the 19th century. There were a lot of factories and mills.

3  Many of the world’s rivers are now very _________________________. The fish have died and few plants can survive.

4  Oxford is a very ______________________ city. Many of university colleges were built in the 16th century.

5  Art galleries can get a bit ___________________ at weekends - it’s quieter if you go during the

   week. 

6  My village can be a little __________________ in the summer, because the tours groups often 

    stop here for lunch after visiting the Alhambra.

7  New York is an extremely ___________________ city. It’s very multi-cultural and there are lots 

   of interesting activities to enjoy.

1   We left our car in the _____________________ and walked to the town centre.

2   Is there a ______________________ near here? I need to post this letter.

3   It’s very dark in my street at night because there aren’t any ____________________.

4   We live in a _______________________ on the tenth floor.

5   They have just built a new _____________________ between here and London, so it’s quicker to go by car than by

     train.

6   There was a big _____________________ for Levi jeans on the side of the bus.

7   “What do they make in that ___________________?”  “Computers”.

8   The ___________________ were red, so the bus stopped.

9   I found £10 on the _____________________ outside the post office.

10 There are lots of _____________________ across the river Thames in London.


